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We continue our study of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality of Gross and its 
connections with the spectrum of Sturm-Liouville operators, confining our 
attention to a finite interval and the circle. The analysis begins with a certain 
variational problem, which turns out to be related to two other variational 
problems. One of these gives the connection with bounds from below for the 
spectrum of Sturm-Liouville operators, while the other furnishes examples of 
logarithmic Sobolev inequalities with probability measures. The “best constant” 
in the latter version turns out to be related to the mass gap of certain Sturm- 
Liouville operators. The extension of these results to higher-dimensional 
manifolds will appear in a subsequent paper. 
0 
In [3], we explored the connection between the first eigenvalue of a regular 
Sturm-Liouville operator on a finite interval and the logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality. In this paper we continue that study, including also the case of the 
circle. Our results have analogies in several dimensions as well, but since the 
techniques are somewhat different, and the results cannot be carried as far, we 
postpone their discussion to a subsequent paper. 
1 
We start with a finite interval, which we take without loss of generality to be 
[O, 11. corn is the space of infinitely differentiable, real-valued functions, compact- 
ly supported in (0, 1). We will also have accasion to use H,,l, the Sobolev space 
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of real functions, vanishing on the boundary of the interval, with one weak 
derivative and norm 1 f 1 = &f’s &]rj2. 
Let H be a nonnegative measurable function on [0, I], bounded from above, 
for which ( In H 1 is summable. (Our requirements on H are for technical 
convenience and can be relaxed somewhat.) Define a,(H) as the infimum of 
s&yr2 - y2 In y2 + y2 In H) dx for a fixed real p > 0 and y E HoI, subject to 
the proviso jiy2 dx = 1. (If H is the constant function 1, we simply denote 
%W as a0 *) 
We first want to show that a,(H) is finite. Our first lemma is probably a 
standard result. 
LEMMA 1.1. s&y’2 + y2 In H) d x is bounded below if Ji y2 dx = 1, y E H,‘. 
Put /Z(X) = sz In H, and let C be an upper bound for 1 h(x)l. Then $ ya in H = 
-2Jiyy’h, so 1 siy2 In H 1 < ~C(J~Y’~)~ 2.Hence J&I~‘~ + y2 In H) > J$yr2 - 
2C(Ji y7r 2, which is obviously bounded below. 
The next lemma is essentially the one-dimensional log-Sobolev inequality, 
LEMMA 1.2. Fory E HoI, siy2 = 1, the functionalJi(py’2 - y2 In ~2) is bounded 
below. 
First let us note that the functional J&y’s - y2 lny2 is continuous on HO1, for 
if yy is a sequence approaching y, then yV converges uniformly to y. Since x2 In .x2 
is a continuous function, JiyVs In yy2 converges to Sir2 In y2. 
Second, the log-Sobolev inequality says that sTa f 2 In f du < szm f '2 du + 
+(S~af2du)-lnj~af2d h u w ere du = (1/(2rr)l12) e-X2/2 dx. Apply the inequality 
to a Cm function f on the real line compactly supported in (0, c), then replace f 
by gex2/1, do an integration by parts, and scale the independent variable x so that 
the support is contained in (0, l), to obtain J&y’a - y2 Inys) > 1 + & In r + 
+lnp if Jiy2=l and yECsSO. By our remarks above on continuity of the 
functional, the inequality continues to hold in HO’. 
LEMMA 1.3. a,(H) is jinite. 
This is obvious now, since $(p~‘~ - y2 lny2 + y2 In H) = s,‘(p/2yr2 + 
y2 In H) + J&1/2y’~ - y2 lny2). 
THEOREM 1.4. a,(H) is an attained minimum. 
For, let yV be a minimizing sequence in H,,l. Since J$y’” - y2 In ys + 
y2 ln H) 
si Y:" 
3 $p/2yt2 + J~(P/~Y'~ -y21ny2 +y2 lnff) Z J0p/2yf2 + apj2(H), 
is bounded above, so the yV are an equicontinuous family. Let y be a weak 
limit in H,,l. We may assume that yy converges uniformly to y, so Si y: In y: 
converges to si y2 In y2 and Ji y2 = 1. Since 1 In H 1 is integrable and y, converges 
uniformly to y, $yVs In H converges to Ji y2 In H. And since we have a weak 
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limit, lim,,, Jiyi” > J:y’z . It follows that a,(H) > J&yfa - ya In ya + ya In H), 
so a,(H) = jipy’* - y2 lny2 + y2 In H, completing the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.5. The minimizing function y may be selected nonnegative. 
Since j ] y j’ ! < 1 y’ 1, the minimizing sequence may be chosen as nonnegative 
functions. 
THEOREM 1.6. ,4 minimizing function y is twice differentiable on (0, 1) and 
satisfies (u.e.) the di@rential equation py” + y In y* - y In H + a,(H)y = 0. 
Pick u arbitrary in Hol, p utg=y+Eti, A=j:g2. ThenL(E)=:lnA+ 
(1 /A) ji (pgr2 - g2 ln g2 + g2 In H) has a minimum at B = 0. 
Thus 0 = dL/dc(O) gives si @y’u’ - ye In y2 + yu In H) = a,(H) Jiyu. The 
usual passage from weak to strong solutions gives the desired differential equation. 
The only part of the argument needing justification is the differentiation with 
respect to E under the integral sign of $ g2 In ga followed by the setting of E = 0. 
But dg2 lng2/de = 2( 1 + In g”) gu, and the last expression is an absolutely 
integrable function of the pair (E, x). Furthermore, dg2 lnga/dc is a continuous 
function of (E, x), hence uniformly continuous for E bounded. So the differentia- 
tion under the integral sign is justified by Fubini’s theorem and the fundamental 
theorem of calculus, completing the proof. 
(Note: The passage from weak to strong solution shows that y’ is absolutely 
continuous on any compactum in (0, 1). Since y lny2 - y In H +- a,(H)y is 
summable, the differential equation shows that y’ is continuous on [0, I].) 
THEOREM 1.7. If y is a nonnegative minimizing function, then y is positive on 
(0, 1). Moreover, y’(0) and y’( 1) are nonzero. 
Ify(c) = 0 for c E (0, l), theny’(c) = 0. W e will show that ify(c) = y’(c) = 0 
for any c E [0, 11, then y is zero in a neighborhood of c. A simple connectedness 
argument then gives both parts of the statement of the theorem. 
Let z be the function defined in a neighborhood of 0 such that y(x) = 
Az(ti - CYC), where (Y = (2/p) iI2 and ‘4 is a positive constant. Since In H is 
bounded above, we may pick A to satisfy 2 In A > a,(H) + In H, in which case 
z satisfies the differential inequahty Z” + z In z < 0, and z(0) =r z’(O) = 0. 
Now the function -X In .E’ is monotone increasing on 0 < x < I /e and bounded 
above by l/e. Replacing x by .v, 0 < E < 1, we get --x In x < .vimE/ec, also 
holding for 0 < s < l/e. 
Suppose we have on a neighborhood of zero, contained in [0, l/e], an estimate 
z(x) < .x7’, n E Z+. Then since Z” < --z In Z, we obtain 
z(x) < 1’ (x - t)(-z In Z) dt 
” 
< o’ (x - t) F dt. 
s 
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Pick E = I/n, and carry out the integration above to show that Z(X) < (I/e) x 
(x”+l/n + 1) Q xn+l. Starting with a neighborhood on which Z(X) < 1, we 
obtain by one application of the differential inequality first, Z(X) < 9, then by 
inductive application of the inequality above, Z(X) < xn; hence z = 0 in the 
neighborhood. 
(Note: The proof above is much stronger than it need be. We present it in 
the above form, however, just to remark that a variant will give the same con- 
clusion for a differential inequality x” < z(ln a)“.) 
The results above show that a minimizing function is positive on (0, 1). We 
do not, however, have a uniqueness theorem for the minimizer. Indeed, for the 
case of the circle, we will see that the minimizer is not unique. 
2 
We want to show the connection between a,(H) and another variational prob- 
lem. To this end, Iet 9 be the subset of Ho1 of functions which are both positive 
and have absolutely continuous first derivative on (0, 1). Define A,(H) = 
infimum{Jt e-Y”f”H dx ( y E .9]. By A, we denote A,(H) for the constant func- 
tion H= 1. 
Before going on to the proof of our main result, there is a small collection of 
facts we need. Consider on Ho1 the quadratic functional 1: @y’s + ys In H) 
for H as described in $1. Subject to the restriction siyz = 1, Lemma 1.1 gives 
us boundedness below, while an analogue of Theorem 1.4 shows the minimum 
attained at a solution of the differential equation --py” + y In H = /\r, h being 
the infimum. It is standard that the minimizer y is positive on (0, 1). Actually, 
much more is true. Since In H is summable, the differential operator --py” + 
y In H has a discrete spectrum for any appropriate endpoint conditions. 
We also need the following remarks. Let f and I’ be continuous on [0, 11, 
f 3 0. Then the supremum over V of $fV - sifln si e y is Si f In f - 
$ f In J-if. For f strictly positive on [0, 11, the result is a simple consequence of 
Jensen’s inequality. For f > 0, it follows immediately by replacing f by f + E 
and using bounded convergence. 
THEOREM 2.1. In A,(H) = a,(H). 
On the one hand, we have for y E 9, assuming St yz = 1, Si e-m*IYH = 
St exp(--dl y + ln H - In y”) y2 > exp{Si( --py”y + y2 In H - y2 In ~2)) = 
exp{Si (~y’~ - y2 In yz + y2 In H)}, so In A,,(H) 2 a,(H). 
On the other hand, let V be an arbitrary continuous function on [0, 11. Let X 
be the infimum of Si (pyf2 - y2b’ + y2 In H) subject to Siy2 = 1, y E H,,l. We 
know for the minimizer y, --py” - y V + y In H = Ay. Since Si e-Dy”lyH > 
A,(H), we obtain et Si ev > A,(H), or X + In ft ev > In A,(H). Putting in the 
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expression of which h is the infimum, we obtain $ (py’a - Vya + ya ln H) + 
iiyz In si ev 3 In A,(H)(Jiy2), holding for all y E Hai. Now using our remarks 
on the supremum of Jty2V - S:ya In si eV, we get S: (py’a - ya In ya In H) > 
In A,(H) Sir2 - (Sir”) ln&y2), which tells us that a,(H) 3 In A,(H), complet- 
ing the proof. 
Buried in the proof of the above theorem is the consideration which gave rise 
to our investigations in [3], namely, its use in estimating from below the first 
eigenvalue of a regular Sturm-Liouville operator -y” - Vy, endpoint condi- 
tions zero. What we have immediately is that for any p > 0, eod 1: eoVH > 
4dW or h 2 U/d a,(H) - (1 /P) ln .fi eovH. It is then natural to attempt to 
estimate a,(H), especially for large and small values of p. Our results in this 
direction are quite sketchy, and we present only one. 
THEOREM 2.2. lim,,, (q,(H) - p?i’) exists and is no greater than In Si H. 
Let O<T<~, and Siya=l. Since S~(py’2-y21ny2+y21nH)- 
Si (7~‘” - y2 lny2 + y2 In H) + Si (p - 7)~‘~ > a,(H) + (p - T) m2, we see that 
a,(H) -pna is monotone increasing inp. But also settingy = sin XX, Si e-ov”lrH = 
eo+* Si H > A,(H), which completes the proof. 
I do not know the value of the above limit. The upper bound, however, is not 
the best possible, since substitutingy = 21j2 sin mx in St (py’” -y2 lny2 + ys In H) 
will give a smaller upper bound. 
3 
We will show the connection of our results with somewhat different sorts of 
log-Sobolev inequalities. There is some contact of our results here with those in 
[l]. What we have seen thus far is that 
~01(~21n~2 -~*lnW G p~01~.2 + (s,‘y2) ln~olyP - adH)[y2, 
holding for y E H,,l. And the inequality is sharp in the sense that neither p nor 
--a,(H) may be decreased without increasing the other. Let J be a minimizer 
for si (PY’~ - y2 In y” + y2 In H) subject to Sir2 = 1. We know J satisfies 
pJ”+JlnJ2- JlnH+a,(H)J=O.W e may replace y by f J in our inequality 
above, provided fJE Ho’. It suffices then to take f and f’ continuous on [0, 11. 
Making the substitutiony = fJ, carrying out one integration by parts, and using 
the differential equation satisfied by J, one obtains 
THEOREM 3.1. If f and f’ me continuous on [0, I], then 
Jo1(f2 lnf2) -I2 G P Jo1ffPJ2 + (Jo1f2J2) In (/01f2.J2). 
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The last is a log-Sobolev inequality with a probability measure J”(x) dx. We 
will extend its validity to &’ =: space of functions f on (0, 1) with a weak 
derivative such that both si f “J’ and j:f’eJ” are finite. X is a Hilbert space in 
the norm ) f 1 = [s2J2 + J’if’2J2]1/2. 
LEMMA 3.2. The subspace of &@ for which f and f’ are continuous on [0, I] is 
dense in &‘. 
The usual partition of unity argument shows that Cm functions on (0, 1) 
intersected with Z are dense in &‘. Let g be one of them. We will use the fact 
that J’ does not vanish at either 0 or 1, so that J(x)/x is bounded above and below 
by positive constants near .rc = 0. Hence if 0 < x < y < E, ) g(v) - g(x)1 = 
[ cg ( < (Jig’2J2)1/2(Ji l/ J2)1/2 < CC-~/~. Pick a sequence 6” going mono- 
tonically to zero, and put 
ThenS~)g-gg,12J2=S~/g-g(En)12J2,Oasn-coandS:)g’-gg:,12J2= 
s;gr2J2 -+ 0 as n --f co. 
We have only taken care of the difficulties at x = 0; a similar treatment takes 
care of x = 1. The fact that g, is only piecewise differentiable is irrelevant. 
A slight elaboration will show that Cgrn is dense in ,z?, but we will not need 
this conclusion. 
THEOREM 3.3. The log-Sobolev inequality of Theorem 3.1 holds in &?. 
Perhaps the easiest way to see this is as follows. The inequality in question is 
equivalent to (see discussion preceding Theorem 2.2) 
j1f2Vj2 d pS1fr2J2 + ([f2J2) In (s,‘e’P) 
0 0 
holding for all continuous V on [0, 11. But from the truth of the last in a dense 
set in 2 follows readily its validity ins. (It should perhaps be noted that every 
f E 2 is continuous on (0, 1). Moreover, fJ approaches 0 at the end points, so 
fJ is continuous on [0, 11.) 
At this point, a peculiar possibility arises, which we will investigate further. 
It may be that the inequality of Theorem 3.1 holds withp replaced by a number 7 
smaller than p. (We will give later instances where this occurs.) Of course, the 
least T for which it is true cannot be zero, since si f 2 In f “J” > si f “J2 ln(Jif2 J2) 
by Jensen, with equality if and only if f is constant. We want to note first that if 
Kis a second minimizer to our original variational problem, i.e., pK” + Kln Ka- 
K In H + a,(H)K = 0, and J-i K2 = 1, then f = K/J is readily verified to 
sW39/I-4 
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belong to S, and the inequality of Theorem 3.1 is an equality in this case. Hence 
p cannot be reduced if there is a second minimizer. Also, 
THEOREM 3.4. Let 0 E &, si 0J2 = 0. Then psi tPJ2 > 2s: tPJ2. 
The proof of the last and some subsequent material is based on the following, 
readily verified by elementary calculus. 
LEMMA 3.5. The function A(x) = (1 + x)” ln(1 + x)” - 2x has a minimum 
of zero at x = 0, rises monotonically to the right and left, and satisfies R(x) > x2. 
Moreover, ;f x > 0, R(x) > R(-x). 
For the proof of the theorem, put f = 1 + 619. Then 
s 
’ (1 + •0)~ ln( 1 + E@~/~ 
0 
= l1 (1 + ~8)~ ln(1 + &)“J2 - l1 2~65~ 
= Jy R(ce) 1” = s,” W) I’ + ssl-, R(E8) J” + j-y. R(cB) p. 
Since 0 is continuous on [S, 1 - 61, Taylor’s theorem shows the middle term 
is 3r2 c-” e2J2 + O(E~). Also si R(re) J2 3 c2 j: e2J2, and analogously for the 
last summand. Again Taylor’s theorem gives that 
(jl (I + Eeyp) In (1’ (1 + dy 12) = 2 s,’ q2 + W). 
0 0 
Hence, taking our inequality for f = 1 + 4, dividing by e2, and letting E 




d1--6 w2 - jol w2 + j: e2p + I:_, 0212, 
and letting 6 approach 0 gives the desired conclusion. 
Thus there is a gap in the point spectrum for the differential operator asso- 
ciated to the Dirichlet form si f ‘2J2. (The dif? erential operator is -f” - 2f’(J’/ J), 
which is thrown by the substitution f = y/J into the form y” - (J”/J)y, and 
since J”/J is summable, has pure point spectrum for end point conditions 
y(0) = y(1) = 0.) By standard methods, ones we have already used in fact, it is 
possible to show that the iniimum, m, of si W2 J2 subject to J-i e2J” = 1, $ eJ2 = 
0 is attained at a solution of the differential equation 8” + Ze’(J’/J) + me = 0. 
It is quite interesting to note, however, that the function 0 = J’/ J satisfies the 
differential equation in the case H = 1, with m = 2/p, and is perpendicular to 1. 
It does not, however, belong to .%. 
Next, we have a converse to our results above. 
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THEOREM 3.6. Let 7 be the least number for which the inequality 
If”lnf”J* < TIfrp12 + /fPJ21n (/falp) 
holds for f in SF. Then either 
(1) The inequality is an eqzulity for some function other than the co&ants, OY 
(2) 7 = 2/m. 
We can find a positive sequence cD approaching zero and associated fn such that 
Sfn2 lnfn212 > (7 - 4 J’f k2.12 + (/fn2J2) In (/fn2J2). 
Since fn may be replaced by any multiple of itself, we may suppose each fn 
written in the form fn = c, + 8, , c, > 0, s t?,, J” = 0, $ BL2J2 = 1. Since 
J- e “J” ,( (T/2) J- e; J’ = r/2, we may suppose the sequence 0, has a weak limit 
0 ii X. By the usual property of weak limit s Y2Js < lim s 0:’ J2 = 1, and also, 
0 = lim j 8, J* = lim j’e,l JS = s 0J”. Put U,(X) = vn(x) - vJ+). Then 
I I, - Un(Y)l = / 6 63 j d (s,’ P;2j2)1’2 (jzY +y2, 
which shows that U,, are a bounded equicontinuous family on any compactum 
in (0, 1). So we may suppose that U, converges uniformly to U on any compac- 
turn in (0, 1). For any u E Corn, Jc~~(x) uJ” = e,(g) J uJa + J U,pJ*, and pick- 
ing nonnegative, nontrivial u, and passing to the limit, we see that lim ~~(4) 
exists. So P)% converges uniformly on every compacturn to a limit function, which, 
repeating the argument just above, since the weak limit is unique, must be 8. 
Since J ezJ2 = 1, J PJ2 < 1, we can obtain uniform estimates 1 e,(x)1 < 
A/x1j2 for x near 0, analogous estimates for x near 1. On writing then 
J I en* - e* j J* = la 1 en2 - 82 1 12 + s,‘-” j en* - 82 I J* + I1 I e,* - e* ! 12, 
1-o' 
we see that 0, approaches 0 strongly in L2(J2). In particular, lim J pnzJ2 = J p2J2. 
We now want to distinguish two cases, according as the c,‘s are bounded, or 
approach + co. In the first case we may suppose the c,‘s have a limit c, in which 
case fn converges strongly in L2(J9) to f = c + 9, and uniformly pointwise on 
compacta in (0, 1). With the estimates already available, sfn2 In f “J2 converges 
to Sf 2 Inf2J2, Sfn2J2 converges to jf 2J”. Hence, passing to the limit, we obtain 
J.P lnf2J2 3 7 + (jf212) In Sfe12 2 7 Sfr212 + (SIB/p) In (Sf2J2). 
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The last inequality must be an equality, which shows that s V2J” = 1, i.e., 0 
is not a constant, and f = c + 6’ is a nonconstant function giving equality in our 
log-Sobolev inequality. 
Next we suppose c, approaches +co. It is slightly more convenient to work 
with the sequence g, = 1 + l?,/c, . Clearly, lim c,,~ sgk2J2 = 1. It is also easy 
to verify that lim cn2 sgn2J2 In sg, J2 = s fPJ’. We want to compute 
lim cn2 
s 
g,” lngn2J2 = lim cn2 
s I(1 + k&J2 ln(l + W,)2 - WL/4 1” 
= lim cn2 
s wwn) J”. 
We evaluate separately the limits of c,,~ G R(Bn/cn) J2, cn2 J--“&0,/c,) J2, and 
en2 si’e-8 WJ4 J”. S’ mce 0, converges uniformly to B on [S, 1 - 61, the middle 
case is easily evaluated: lim c,,s Ji-” R(O,/cn) J2 = 3 Sip* 82J2. Now using 
Lemma 3.4 and a uniform estimate, 1 e,(x)\ < A/x112 near x = 0, we have 
0 < cn2 jo6 R($-) I’ < cn2 lo6 R(f$) I’ G cn2D j-) ($) x2 
2DA6 7. =- 
crt 4 i A/c,S”* 
R(x) $ 
2DA6 l =- 
cn 1 s A/C,.P 
In the limit as n 4 co, the second term goes to zero, while the first is uniformly 
bounded by a constant times a2. So first letting n + co, and then S + 0, we obtain 
Since we know T J e12J2 > 2 S FJ2, th e inequality above must be an equality; 
hence t9 is not zero, and T = 2/m. 
4 
We will now repeat the preceding analysis with the circle replacing the unit 
interval. H1 is the Sobolev space of periodic functions of period 1 with norm 
1 f I2 = $ f 2 + Jtff2. H is a periodic function, nonnegative, measurable, 
bounded from above, for which Ji ! In H) is finite. We define analogously 
b,(H) = infimum Ji (py’a -y21ny2+y21nH), for afixedp>O andyEHr, 
subject to the proviso $y2 = 1. b, = b,(l). 
Lemma 1 .l holds without change. Lemma 1.2 must be reproved. 
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LEMMA 4. I. For y E H’, sy* = I, the functional J (p~‘~ - y2 Iny2) is 
bounded from below. 
The proof will again use the log-Sobolev inequality 
fm fzlnfdu ~~-~f~2du+~(~-~fzdu)1n(~-~.f2du). 
x 
In the above, let f be a periodic function of period p, and put 0(x) = 1/(2~)1/a 
z:, e-(s+nP)2/s. The inequality becomes St (fa ln f) 0 dx < Ji f ‘20 dx + 
*(so” f *0 dx)ln(j: f *0 dx). Replace x by px to obtain 
where g(x) = f (px) is periodic of period one. Since 0(x) is bounded away from 
zero and bounded above, the lemma is clear. 
(It is worth noting that the inequality above is already a form of log-Sobolev 
inequality for the circle.) 
Repeating the analysis of Section 1, we obtain 
THEOREM 4.2. A minimixing function for b,(H) exists, is strictly positive, and 
satisfies the d$ferential equation py” + y my2 - y In H + b,(H)y = 0. 
In analogy to Section 2, we define B,(H) as the infimum, over strictly positive 
periodic y with a continuous second derivative, of si e-Dg’l”H, and prove exactly 
as before In B,(H) = b,(H). The growth of b,,(H) with p is somewhat different 
in the periodic case. 
THEOREM 4.3. b,(H) is strictly increasing with p if H is not constant. b, is 
strictly increasing with p for 0 < p < 1 /2,rr2. b, is zero for p > 1 /2rr2, and the 
minimizer in ths range is uniquely the constant function 1. 
Let y be a minimizer for b,+,(H), so 
b,+7W) = j- ((P + 4 f2 - y2 In y2 + y2 In H) > 1 go’* + b,(H). 
If b,+,(H) = b,(H), then Jy’* = 0 3 y = 1, which implies by the differential 
equation for y that H is constant. 
Put y = 1 + l sin 27~~. Then 
I ,l ePr”/g = i + 2~r~p6~{27r~p - I} + O(G), 
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if p < 1/2rr2, then 6, < 0, and the minimizer is not the constant function 
one. 
Let y be a minimizer for 6,. y satisfies everywhere the differential equation 
py” + y In y2 + 6,y = 0. Since y is positive, put y = eu to obtain pu” + pu’2 + 
2u + 6, = 0. Differentiate the last once more and put v = u’ to obtain pa” + 
2pvv’ + 20 = 0. V, being a derivative, has mean value zero. Multiplying by ZJ 
and integrating, we get 2 J ~2 = p S ~‘2. But Jv’r > 479 J v2 with equality if 
and only if v = R sin 27~~ + B cos 2rrx. Hence, if p > 1/2p2, we must have 
IL = cx sin 277x + /3 cos 2rrx + y, which does not satisfy the differential equation 
for u unless u is constant, in which case again y = 1. 
The natural analogues of our results in Section 3 continue to hold in the present 
case. A couple of facts are worth noting here, however. If p < 1/27r2, then the 
minimizer for 6, is a nonconstant periodic function, and translation of its argu- 
ment gives other minimizers. Since the minimizer is not unique, the constant p 
cannot be reduced in this range for the log-Sobolev inequalities of Theorem 3.1. 
The same can be seen in another way. Namely, if J is a minimizer for 6, , 
p < l/2$, then B = J’IJ satisfies the equation 8” + 2&J/J + me = 0 with 
m = 2/p and does belong to Z. 
5 
We will systematically investigate a, = a,(l) and the minimizing functions. 
The minimizer satisfies the differential equation py” + y lny2 + a,y = 0. It is 
slightly more convenient to work with z = (A,/e)r/sy, which satisfies the differen- 
tial equation pa” + z In zs + z = 0, and now A, = e J z2, since the latter can be 
integrated once to yield pzf2 = D - 9 In 9. We know D > 0, since the mini- 
mizer has nonzero derivative at 0. The shape of z is now clear. It must increase 
from x = 0 to x = 4, where it takes the value M, the unique positive solution 
of MB In M2 = D (M necessarily > l), and then fall symmetrically back to zero 
at x = 1. Consequently, we must have 
s l/2 dx = I l/2 dx M - dz = p’12 0 o dz 1’ o (D - z$n z2)l/s ’ 
or Jf dz/(D - 9 In z2)l/s = l/2@) lj2. The last equation gives the relation 
between p and D. For 
I ,” (D - z$n $)1/2 = ((1 - x2) In n;l: - x2 In x2)l12 ’ 
which clearly strictly decreases as M increases. Moreover, its limit as M -+ 0 is 
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infinity. Consequently, for each p > 0 there is a unique D > 0 such that 
1/2(p)l/2 = sr dz/(D - 9 In x2)1/2. Now 
1 l/2 
A, = e I z2 dx = 2e x2 dx = 2e M22dX& 0 I 0 I 0 dz 
= 2epll2 
(D -;2: 9)1/2 = 
e oM (D -ft .$)I,2 I 
s 
M > 
o (D - z$n z2)lj2 
which exhibits A, as essentially the second moment of a peculiar probability 
distribution. 
THEOREM 5.1. With M the unique positive solution of D = M2 In M2, D > 0, 
there is a zkque D such that (1/2(~)r/~) = J- dz/(D - z2 In 9)1/Z. Then 
A,, = 2ep1f2 
I oM (D -52 ~71/2 ’ 
The more interesting properties of A, are derived more readily from functional 
principles than from the formula. 
THEOREM 5.2. (1 /PI”) A,, is strictly increasing. A, > e(pr)lla. pAllpr is convex 
upwards (holds water). 
Let c > 0 and consider the infimum of $JJ’~ - y2 InY2 subject to y(O) = 
y(c) = 0 and J&J” = 1. The infi mum is readily seen to be In c + allca . By 
adding a zero patch to a minimizer, one sees that In c + allea is decreasing with 
c, and, since the inf is attained at a function positive in the interior, is strictly 
decreasing. This gives our first statement above. But also lim,o(l/pl~2) A, = 
2e lim,, $F (2” dz/(D - zs In z2)l/s = e&/a. (To evaluate the limit, put D = 0 
and M= 1.) 
Finally, for functions y vanishing at the end points of [0, c] and positive on the 
interior, the infimum of s: e-u”Iv dx is cAl,,n . Let y give the minimum for c, z 
the minimum for d. Each ofy and z rise to the mid point of the respective interval 
and fall symmetrically. Scale y and 2 so they have the same maximum, and 
construct a new function u on [0, (c + d)/2] which is the first half of y on [0, c/2] 
and the last half of z on [c/2, (c + d)/2]. Th e d’ rscontinuity in the second deriva- 
tive of u at c/2 is irrelevant (it can be smoothed out if you like). But now 
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COROLLARY 5.3. If y vanishes at the endpoints and precisely n - 1 points of 
the interior of [0, 11, then 
For the proof, simply write the integral as a sum from one zero ofy to the next, 
and use the convexity of pAlIP . 
Using the procedure in [3] we also obtain 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let V be continuous on [0, 11, and h, < h, < ... < h, , the 
eigenvalues of -y” - Vy, endpoint conditions zero on [0, 11. Then for any p > 0, 
A, 2 (UP) ahe,) - (l/f) In JieP". 
(The statement obviously holds for a more general class of potentials V than 
continuous ones.) 
Finally, consider the log-Sobolev inequality of Theorem 3.1 for the minimizer 
J for a0 . 
THEOREM 5.5. If p > 2/3r2, then p can be diminished in the inequality. 
Suppose not. Since we know by construction that the minimizer is unique, it 
must be the case that p = 2/m. Hence there is a 8 in .% satisfying 0” + 28’(J’/ J) + 
me = 0. Put y = 0J; y must vanish at the end points of [0, 11, and also must 
have an interior zero. y satisfies py” + y In Jz + a,y + 2y = 0. Since y”/y is 
well defined and has an interior zero on [0, 11, s: e-O(~“lY) >, A,, , which gives 
2 + a, 3 aqo . Since ad0 3 a, + 3pr*, we must have p < 2/3122, completing the 
proof. 
6 
Now we investigate b, for p < 1/2rra; 6, = 0 for p 3 1/2rr*. A minimizer y 
satisfies everywhere the differential equation py” + y In y2 + b,y = 0. Putting 
z = (B,/e)‘/*y, we get B, = e j z*, pz” + z In za + z = 0, and pzP = D - z2 
In x2. Since z is positive and not constant, so must have distinct maximum and 
minimum, D must satisfy -l/e < D < 0, and the minimum is the smaller 
positive root Ml of M2 In M2 = D, the maximum is the larger positive root M, 
of the same equation. 
In all that follows, we will suppose the function z has its minimum at x = 0. 
LEMMA 6.1. Jz dx/(D - x2 In x2)l/* is a strictly increasing function of D, 
- 1 /e < D < 0, approaching the value a/21/2 as D + - 1 /e, approaching + 00 as 
D-0. 
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For 0 < p < I/@, let H(p) (respectively K(p)) be the smaller (respectively 
larger) root of p2 - l/e = x2 In x 2, 0 <x < 1. Let L = (D + I/e)l12. The 
integral in question may be rewritten as j’i (l/(1 - P)‘/~)[K’(LP) - H’(Lp)] dp, 
and so will be increasing if K’(p) - H’(p) is a monotone function of p. A 
simple computation gives 
K”(p) = 
K2-K21nKz--(l/e)lnK2-3/e 
K3( 1 + In K2)3 
and the same expression for H”(p) with H replacing K. We have, of course, 
0 < H(p) < l/e1j2, I/e1i2 <K(p) < 1, and the desired monotonicity will hold 
if we show that 
F(u) = 
u - u In u - (l/e) In u - 3/e 
u312(1 + In u)” 
is strictly increasing on 0 < u < 1. (Despite appearances, F is well defined 
at u = I/e.) It is slightly more convenient to work with G(v) = e-l12F(v/e) = 
(2v - 2 - v In 57 - In a)/zj3/2(ln o)~, 0 < v < e. One finds G’(v) = (12 - 
12~ + v(ln v)’ + 10 In u + 2v In o + 3(ln v)2)/2v5/2(1n v)~, and we want to 
show that the numerator N(o) = 12 - 120 + v(ln v)” + 10 In v + 2v In v + 
3(ln v)” is nonnegative. One finds, in turn, that 
N’(v) = -10 + 4 In v + F + E In 2) + (In v)~, 
[VW(V)] = -6 + 6 In v + % + (In v)~, 
[v[vN’(v)]‘]’ = 8 In et + (In v)‘. 
With the critical points of v[vN’(v)] ’ in hand, at v = e-s and v = 1, one finds 
that v[vN’(v)]’ is nonnegative, hence [vN’(v)]’ is nonnegative, by which vN’(v) 
is increasing, so that N’(v) has at most one zero, located, as a matter of fact, at 
v = 1, corresponding to a minimum of zero for N(v). 
The desired monotonicity is proved. The limiting values of the integral at 
D = - 1 /e and D = 0 are easily established by direct computation. 
THEOREM 6.2. For 0 < p < l/279, there exists unique -l/e < D < 0 such 
that 1/2(p)‘/” = $z dz/(D - x2 In 9)1/e. For this D, B, = 2epW $z 22 dz/ 
(D - z2 In ~~)l/~. 
For fixed p we know the minimizer y satisfies the differential equation py” + 
y In y2 + b,y = 0. And if we put z = (B,/e)1/2, z satisfies pz’2 = D - z2 In ~2, 
and B, = e $ .s2 dx. z starts from its minimum at x = 0, rises to its maximum, 
then falls again symmetrically. We may now be at x = I, in which case we are 
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done, or at x = I/n, n E Zf, in which case we take n - 1 more repretitions of the 
first cycle. If n is the number of repetitions for the correct minimizer, then D is 
determined uniquely by the equation 1/2npll* = sz dz/(D - z? in $)W, and 
one has B, = 2nep112 Jz z2 dz/(D - z2 In x2)1/2. But the same argument shows 
the latter is an upper bound for B,, where p’ = n2p. Since we know B, is strictly 
increasing in the range 0 < p < I /2,rr2, we have a contradiction unless n = 1, 
completing the proof. 
Our results give us a log-Sobolev inequality for periodic functions: 
from which we can obtain, using the methods of Gross [2], comprehensive 
bounds for the norm 1 e-tA lg.9 of the diffusion semigroup, Ar = -$‘, as an 
operator from L, of circle to L, of circle. Since the argument follows Gross’ 
precisely, we simply announce the result. 
THEOREM 6.3. For 1 < q <p < co, 
, e-t" ,e,P < e-b,(1/8-11d 
where p = 4t/ln(( p - l)/(q - 1)). 
There is an analogous result for dt$kkm on an interval, which we leave to the 
reader. 
A result related to Theorem 6.3 appears in [4]. 
A variational treatment of the logarithmic Sobolev inequality, having some 
contact with our methods, has recently appeared in [5J. 
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